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Dear Jim, 	 t4/30/77 

Dr. Bickettpalpated ley legs this norning and spoke to me for quite some time. 
I appreciated the time he too, rather more than I at used to. I think I remember enough 
and I'm sure I remember what is ieportent. 

He does not believe either the swellings in the legs and thighs or the chest pains 
are from heart, angina, arterial or venous causes. Be thieks both a potassium defioiency 
and a water-tetention problem, despite the feet that I'm eliminated salt from the diet. 

With next weeks protime test I'm Navina a potassium reading of some kind. Until then 
the diuretic. 

Be believes that the types of chest pains I've been having can be muscular and from 
a calcium deficiency. If it is this correction is ease: 

Until then I'm to continue as I have been, doing :hat I can do and tolerating the 
fatigue reaction. Of course I do need exercise. tly reaction to the swelling was to give 
the exercycle What for me is hell: I stoned then not because I was leg-weary but because 
I felt that 11 non-stop miles was ample. Ads was yeetereay. And that did seem to redeo, 
the swellings some. 

I'm glad there appears to be no correlation with the trip to Washington this week. 
That there might have been coma from the fact that I became aware of the tightness in 
the thighs and from the Jobst venour supports that evening, several hours after returning. 

I was somewhat disturbbd over the fact that fatigue and oxygen defeotency seems to 
correlate with fairly heavy work with the arms. On the other hand, great that there is no 
apparent correlation with leg use. 

He explained the percentage business with the protime tests, in part. Enough for me, 
They established what for me is a base. I require a higher level of anticoagulent, more 
than he'd expected but not an unheard of euantity. As long as this is  5C of the base 
it is okay. I guerre that means a 505 veduction from the bees. I don t :mall, care about 
that kiad of itforeatiOn. Be knows and that is enough for me. 

However, he wants me to miss three dosages of the anti-coaguient before Teesday's 
tooth extraction. If I have stopped bleeding in an hour or an hour and a half then I'm to 
take a heavier does, 20 mg, and the next day return to the 15. Ito does not expect next 
week's test to be in the range he wants. He cat's it takes longet. and I think that he 
does not want the risks of higher dosage. He told me to skip this week's test because when 
I'm going off the stuff after tomorrow's dose there is no point in it. 

So I feel better on that score. 
Un the hypothermia you called to our att=ention and the NIH booklet on it we got, he 

die not know about there work but he knee the problem. "n told me not to let this keep me 
indoors when I am able to get out, to dress more warmly and keep moving. this is what I 
have been doing except for rainy and extremely cold days, only I've been Working instead 
of walking, to exercise the torso and arms. That is Okay, too. 

He also recast mended theemal underwear. When the discomfort from maladjusted venous 
supports is over I'll try that again.No trouble with the shirt but it is imposaible to 
adjust the supports without droeeing the long johns, a nuisance. I don ,t need them indoors. 

ee did not tell me to ieerease the house temperature. "e said that in addition to the 
provisions I've added to the heating system I should get a large room humidified?. I had one 
I gave away when I added an extra 25-gallon one to the furnace. That,too, appears not to 
give us eneugh humidity. 

.The vertigo-like symptom can be from hardening of the arteries. I'm to get out of 
bed more slowly and move a few meecles while sitting up. 4* cautioned me about this at 
night, saying lots of hips get broken by those who are careless. end he explained how 
merely turning the head can pinch off a vessel. 

So, there apyears to be nothing new and serious. Don't worry. 
Best, 
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Not 1 	Special Sweet Sour Chicken 

No; 2 	Speical Sweet & Sour Pork 	 

No 3 	'Stuffed Jutbo Shrimps (4) 	 

No,_;4 	Szechuan Beef (spicy)' 	 

 

	4.49:50 

  
 

$9.50 

49.50-  

  
 

  
 

 

	$9.50 

 

With every above order; serving Subgum Wonton Soup, & Two.  Stripes 

of Spare Ribs, & A :Cup of Chinese Mixed Fruit Cocktail. (consists 

of Lichee muts, Loquats, Mandarin Oranges, Kumquats & a Cherry). 

SPECIAL NOTICE (cafeteria Room Only) 

On this evening from 5:00 P.M. other food will not be available: 

Carry-Out & Cafeteria will have the same Menu as the dining,room. 

ENTREE: 	$5.25 

Subgum.ilanton 	$1.50 ' 

2 Strupes of Spare Ribes 	$1.40 

Mixed Fruit CockUil 	$1.25 
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